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SITE: BECAN DATE: 3/9/1993

STRUCTURE III

In 1983, the southern part of Structure III was partially excavated

and consolidated (west side only) which revealed part of an

unusual building with rooms on two levels, together with a portion

of a typical Rio Bee tower form on the upper level, near the south

end. See GFA report from 1988 for details of this part of

Structure III. In 1991, the northern half of the west side and the

rooms at the northern end were excavated under the direction of

Ricardo Bueno, Centro Regional de Campeche, INAH, disclosing the

presence of three additional rooms on the lower level and a group

of seven rooms on the upper level. The latter group includes two

parallel rows of three rooms each with a mostly fallen lateral room

at the north end.

A solid mass between Rooms 3 and 4 on the lower level, with outer

facing stripped off, suggests the former presence of a stairway

leading to the rooms on the upper level. These latter rooms lay

immediately north of the passageway on the upper level running

east-west which had been cleared in 1983. While none of the

upper facades of the northern rooms on either level survive, and

the vaults are mostly fallen, the lower portions of all rooms are

well preserved, with their large benches and many wall niches

intact.

Bueno (1992) has recently suggested that originally Structure III

was represented by a fairly typical Rio Bee twin-tower complex

(Exuberant 1) and that the north tower was dismantled when the

northern rooms were constructed. As noted earlier, a small

portion of the south tower is still in place. According to Bueno,

the remaining portions of the earlier twin-tower complex suggest

that it was similar to Structure I at Chicanna and that most of the

ceramics associated with the rear of the remaining tower date to

the latter part of the Sabucan ceramic phase and the early part

of the Bejuco. This suggests that the northern rooms date to

Late Rio Bee period (770-900 A.D. ?). The south tower now serves

to terminate a ceremonial stairway constructed during the Terminal

Rio Bee period ((9007-1010 A.D.).



SITE: BECAN DATE: 3/9/1993

STRUCTURE III, North Wing, Upper Level

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: North Wing of upper level consists of set

of seven rooms; two parallel rows of three rooms each with lateral

room at north end. West facade is divided into five parts as

facades of Rooms 9 and 13 are recessed 3.02 m from adjacent

facades (see plan).

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for west facade.

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces west.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: Three members; rectangular members top and bottom,

recessed central member.

Size: Overall height about 0.41 m; upper member 0.13 m

high; central member 0.18 m high.

Projection: 0.025 m at top.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain; upper part of walls fallen.

Stonework: Walls faced with relatively small square to

rectangular blocks, only moderately well finished.

Thickness: Exterior walls about 0.76 m thick at door jambs.

Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with medium-sized blocks, similar to those

used for wall facings.

Lintels: No data; fallen.

MEDIAL MOLDING: No data; completely fallen.

UPPER WALL ZONE: No data; completely fallen.

CORNICE: No data; completely fallen.

ROOF STRUCTURE: None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Late Rio Bee (770-900? A.D.).



COMMENTS: Rather plain lower wall zones and character of

stonework suggest Late Rio Bee construction date, even though

interior of rooms show benches and niches which are found in

many earlier structures. As noted earlier, Bueno (1992) believes

that north tower of earlier twin-tower complex was dismantled

when upper level rooms of north wing were constructed.



SITE: BECAN DATE: 3/9/1993

STRUCTURE III

INTERIOR DETAILS:

Room 8 (north end)

Length: 5.65 m.

Width: No data; exterior wall fallen.

Platforms: Large bench in west end, 2.16 m deep, 0.55 m

high.

Room 9

Length: 5.81 m.

Width: 2 68 m.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 2.03 m wide. Doorway to rear

room (Room 10) 2.23 m wide.

Other: Projecting step up to rear room 0.48 m high. Two

niches in face of step.

Room 10

Length: 5.91 m.

Width: 2.77 m.

Doorway: Doorway to front room 2.23 m wide; dividing wall

1.27 m thick at doorjambs.

Platforms: Large U-shaped bench, 0.53 m high, fills most of

floor space. Three niches in face of bench.

Room 11

Length: 7.59 m.

Width: 2.74 m.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 2.05 m wide. Doorway to rear

room about 2.28 m wide.

Other: Projecting step up to rear room 0.46 m high. Six

niches in face of step.

Room 12

Length: 7.31 m.

Width: 2.79 m.

Platforms: Large, U-shaped bench, 0.51 m high, fills most of

floor space. Single niche in face of this bench. Additional

bench in north end of room, 0.46 m high.



Room 13

Length: 7.70 m.

Width: 2.80 m.

Doorway: Exterior doorway 1.95 m wide.

Platforms: Large bench in south end, 2.67 m deep, 0.46 m

high.

Other: Projecting step up to rear room, 2.59 m wide, 0.45 m

high, projects 0.30 m.

Room 14

Length: 7.80 m.

Width: 2.69 m.

Doorway: Doorway in dividing wall to front room 2.21 m

wide.

Platforms: Large, U-shaped bench, 0.49 m high, fills most of

floor space.
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STRUCTURE III - PLAN

5L

BECAN, Campeche
Structure III

G.F. Andrews, 1993



BECAN, Structure III. View of northwest corner as seen in 1993

BECAN, Structure III. West side of north end, showing low platform
projecting into East Plaza.
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SITE: BECAN DATE: 2/12/1987 & 3/9/1993

STRUCTURE VIII

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:

First reported by Ruppert and Denison (1943:60), Structure VIII

was later described and illustrated in greater detail by Potter

(1977:51-56). As noted by both Ruppert and Potter, Structure VIII

consists of two basic components: 1) a high platform

(superstructure) with a projecting stairway on its west side,

which presumably had stepped sides with rounded corners; and 2)

a superstructure with nine rooms and two tower-like forms, the

latter flanking the central room (Room 1) on the west side (see

plan).

The huge substructure of Structure VIII is of considerable

interest since it was found to contain a series of nine rooms and

interconnecting passageways in its interior with an entrance near

the base at the southeast corner. The rooms are extremely high

(over 8 m from floor to capstones) and while the stonework is

crude, the rooms have the same basic form as those in the

superstructure above. As suggested by Potter (1977:51) there

may be similar rooms in the northern portion of the platform but

these have not yet been located.

The superstructure, now much destroyed, had nine rooms,

five of which are extremely long by ordinary Rio Bee standards

(Rooms 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8); Room 4, for example, measures 15.3 m in

length and Room 1 is 16.15 m long. The squat towers, which flank

Room 1 on the west side, are very unusual and Ruppert's initial

description (ibid:60) bears repeating:

Rising from the top of the pyramid and incorporated

into the building at its southwest and northwest

coirners, are great masonry towers; the one at the

southwest, the better preserved, overhangs Room 4 by

30 cm (fig. 73). At the level of Room 4, the tower

measures approximately 3.70 by 11.50 m and rises in

three zones measuring respectively 1.50 m, 1.48 m, and

2.50 m. The final zone rose as a wall 1.40 m wide, of

which only small sections showed facing stones. A

steep regular slope on the west side of the tower may

be the remains of an ornamental stairway.

Potter (1977:55) noted a narrow passageway in the north

tower (overlooked by Ruppert), an architectural detail which is

quite common in both typical and atypical tower forms.

Starting in 1992, a major program of excavation and

consolidation was undertaken at Structure VIII which was still



continuing at the time of my visit in March of 1993. By then, the

two towers and central room on the west side of the

superstructure had been excavated and consolidated, the lower

portion of the substructure on the west side was partly cleared

and stairway(s) partly rebuilt, and clearing and consolidation was

continuing of both the substructure and east rooms of the

superstructure. Of particular interest as a result of this work

are the six very large round columns which form the west exterior

"wall" of the central room (Room 1) and the squat "towers"

flanking this room, which have projecting, symbolic stairways of

the kind seen on typical Rio Bee tower complexes. In this case,

the stairways project out further from the stepped, round-

cornered platform (pyramid) behind than is normal.

The structures on top of the towers of Structure VIII also

deviate from other known forms since they seem to consist of two

superimposed, round cornered bodies with sloping sides which

support high, wall-like roofcombs. The details of the roofcombs

are unknown but their former presence is unmistakable. See

restored west elevation for suggested details of both substructure

and superstructure.



SITE: BECAN DATE: 3/9/1993

STRUCTURE: Superstructure of Structure VIII

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for north tower of

superstructure; south tower similar

TOWERS: The "pyramids" of both towers appear to have had four

main bodies, whose faces consist of projecting, rectangular

moldings top and bottom with a slightly sloping wall between.

Each body set back about 0.20 m from one below, creating a

stepped form, which can be thought of as a very squat stepped

pyramid or as a broad stepped platform. Lower moldings 0.23-0.26

m high, upper moldings 0.38 -0.0.43 m high, walls between 0.96 to

1.04 m high.

STAIRWAYS: Projecting, non-functional stairways, with ramps

along both outer edges, centered on west side of both towers.

Stairways stand on low platform, about 0.43 m high, with 0.21 m

projection at sides and 0.63 m projection at front. Stairway

proper 6.41 m wide, ramps at outer edges 0.53 m wide. Risers of

stairway about 0.30 m high, treads 0.10 m wide. Each tread

formed with two stones; upper stones about 0.09 m high and

project out about 0.03 m. Assume similar details for south

stairway, whose west face has been destroyed. See restoration

drawing of west elevation for overall form.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Rio Bee Exuberant-2 or Late Rio Bee.

See comments below for further discussion of stylistic attributes

of Structure VIII and suggested chronology.

COMMENTS: Ricardo Bueno (1992) has recently suggested that

both Structure VIII and latest parts of Structure I were executed

in Late Rio Bee style, which he dates at 770-900? A.D. This

assessment is based in large part on the presence of the large

columns on the west side of Room 1 of the superstructure and on

what he calls the Puuc-like character of the vault facing seen in

Room 1. I believe his second point can be challenged on the

grounds that the facing stones in the vault, of Room 1 are not

really Puuc-like, though they do have beveled faces, since classic

Puuc vaults are faced with wedge to boot-shaped stones rather

than the flat slabs seen in Room 1. It should also be noted here

that Rooms 3 and 4 have vaults faced with flat slabs with rounded

faces, which are typical for vaulting in Rio Bee Exuberant styles 1

and 2.



The round columns are another matter and here we are

faced with a lack of reliable data in regard to the dates of other

buildings in the Rio Bee region with round doorway columns such

as those at Pechal, Peor es Nada, Channa, and Hormiguero.

Structure 1 at Culucbalom can also be included in this group as a

special case. Bueno has suggested that the round columns are

manifestations of influences from the north, where round columns

are found in abundance in the Puuc region. It should be pointed

out, however, that all of the round columns in the Puuc region

are monolithic, and most are found in Early Puuc style buildings,

while the Rio Bee examples have concrete cores faced with small,

dressed blocks, similar to those used in wall facings. It should

also be recognized that the Puuc doorway columns almost always

have simple, square or rectangular capitals, rather than the

complex three-member capitals as on the columns seen at both

Channa and Culucbalom. Although they are square in plan, the

doorway columns seen in the Palace at Santa Rosa Xtampak and

Macoba in the Chenes region more nearly correspond to those seen

in the Rio Bee region since they are faced with small blocks and

have capitals with profiles similar to those seen in Structure 1 at

Channa. The single beveled stone at the top of the northernmost

column of Structure VIII at Becan is very reminiscent of the lower

member of the square columns at both SRX and Macoba.



SITE: BECAN DATE: 2/12/1987

STRUCTURE VIII

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Room 5 - Exterior wall (east side)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Small section of exterior wall of Room 6 is

still in place. This section is north of doorway now fallen. No

details on base molding or medial molding. Wall is faced with

small, well-cut blocks with interesting details. Pattern is: 2

courses of stones 0.15 m high, then a course 0.08 m high; below 1

course 0.17 m, 1 course 0.075 m, 2 courses 0.30 m, and 1 course

0.075 m high. This pattern repeats. Courses are very even and

exposed faces very carefully dressed.Core of wall is solid rubble

masonry as elsewhere at Becan. Courses are very even and

exposed faces very carefully dressed.



OBSERVATIONS: Very long room even by Rio Bee standards.

Large, round columns in front wall are extremely rare but not

unique as free-standing doorway columns are also found at

Channa, Hormiguero, Peor es Nada and Pechal.
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SITE: BECAN
DATE: 3/9/1993

STRUCTURE VIII

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (Central room, west side, upper level

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 16.11 m.

Width: 2.13 m, rear wall to inner face of columns, west side.

WALLS:

Height: 3.37 m floor to springline.

Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 3, 1.29 m thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with 22 courses of small rectangular

blocks only roughly dressed. Front wall consists of a

series of 6 large round columnsj faced with small blocks, 1.28

m in diameter.

Doorways: No doorways in front wall in usual sense as west

side of this room defined by six large columns, creating a

narrow colonnaded space. Central opening between columns

about 3.04 m wide, lateral openings about 1.44 m wide.

Doorway in rear wall to Room 3 is 3.06 m wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: None.

Platforms: None.

Other: Small section of molding on top of east side of

northernmost column. Molding 0.20 m high, 2.79 m floor to

bottom of molding. See photo.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: None in long wall or end walls.

Height: 1.90 m (+/-) springline to bottom of capstones.

Form: Vault faces have straight sides.

Stonework: Vault faced with 13 courses of roughly dressed

slabs with beveled faces.

Capstones: Very wide capstone span; about 0.76 m. No

molding below capstones.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams at springline, near both ends

of room, 0.25 m to center from end walls. No data on

additional crossbeams as most of vault has fallen.

Other: 2 steps in front of doorway columns. Upper step

0.46 m wide, 0.27 m high. Lowest step 0.33 m wide, riser 0.39

m high.



OBSERVATIONS: Very long room even by ^801 Bee standards.

Large, round columns in front wall are extremely rare but

not unique as free-standing doorway columns are also found

at Channa, Hormiguero, Peor es Nada and Pechal.



SITE: BECAN
DATE: 2/12/1987

STRUCTURE VIII

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 3 (Central Room, West Side)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.48 m.

Width: 2.10 m.

WALLS:

Height: 3.37 m, floor to springline.

Thickness: Dividing wall to Room 1 is 1.34 m thick at jamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with very rough blocks.

Doorways: Doorway to Room 1 is 2.99 m wide. Doorway to

Room 7 is 3.02 m wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: None other than looter's holes.

Platforms: No data.

Other: Curious detail in west door jamb to Room 1 where

bottom of lintel appears to have been higher than vault

springline.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: No offset at springline or in end walls.

Height: 1.78 m springline to bottom of capstone.

Form: Vault has straight sides.

Stonework: Vaults faced with moderately well-cut slabs with

beveled faces. Quality of stonework better than typical Rio

Bee vaulting.

Capstones: No data; fallen.

Crossbeams: No data; vault mostly collapsed.

OBSERVATIONS: Very small room compared to adjacent Rooms 2

and 4.

Room 7

Length: 5.51 m.

Width: 2.54 m.

Doorways: East doorway mostly fallen. No data. Doorway to

Room 3 is about 3.02 m wide.



SITE: BECAN DATE: 2/12/1987

STRUCTURE VIII

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 4 (east side)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 15.30 m.

Width: 2.30 m.

WALLS:

Height: Unknown; room filled with debris.

Thickness: Unknown; east wall mostly fallen and covered

with debris.

Stonework: Walls faced with rough to moderately well-cut

square to rectangular blocks. Some chinking.

Doorways: No data.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Rings: No data.

Wall Openings: None visible.

Platforms: No data.

Other: Most of room filled with debris to height of 3.04 to

3.65 m. Small portion at south end with vault intact.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: 0.01 m. Stucco molding immediately below

springline, 0.07 m high, 0.01 m projection. Springline

projections executed in stucco.

Height: 1.83 m springline to bottom of capstone.

Form: Vault has straight sides.

Stonework: Vaults faced with roughly dressed slabs; slightly

rounded faces. Much chinking between courses.

Capstones: Span about 0.48 m.

Crossbeams: Single crossbeams near ends of room in third

course of vault stones. Additional crossbeams in third

course of vault stones about 3.64 m on center.

Other: Springline offset and molding below very carefully

executed in stucco.

OBSERVATIONS: Bottom of capstones to top of roof 0.66 m. Just

above roof of Room 4 is a small section of exterior wall which

seems to be part of tower. This wall has considerable inward

slope and facing stones are well-cut small blocks which are almost

<33



veneer-like. Core of tower is solid masonry, formed with roughly

dressed to uncut stones set in mortar.
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STRUCTURE VII - PLAN (restored)
BECAN, CAMPECHE

STRUCTURE VIII

G.F. Andrews, 1993
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STRUCTURE VII, Section thru Rooms 1 and 3
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BECAN, Campeche
Structure VIII

G.F. Andrews, 1993
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BECAN, Campeche
Structure VIII

G. F. Andrews, 1993
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BECAN, Structure VIII. View of west side in 1993. Excavation in progress

BECAN, Structure VIII. Portion of sofuth "tower" after excavation
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BECAN, Structure VIII. Detail of north "tower

BECAN, Structure VIII. Detail of non-functional stairway, north tower
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SITE: BECAN
DATE: 3/8/1993

STRUCTURE XI (Ballcourt)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure XI, together with Structure X,

forms the east side of the West Plaza (see site plan). Its basic

size and form was described by Ruppert (1943: 61-62) and

Ruppert's description was summarized by Potter (1977:11). A test

pit was made at the center of the playing alley for the purpose of

obtaining stratified ceramics (Ball, 1977:178) but the ballcourt

structures were not excavated and consolidated until 1991. At

that time, the long ranges defining the ballcourt and the low walls

and platforms defining the end courts were cleared and

consolidated, and a three-room superstructure near the north end

of the East Range was excavated and consolidated. The latter

structure was shown only as a mound on the Ruppert and Denison

map of Becan from 1943. Details of playing alley, end courts and

adjacent structures given below.

PLAYING ALLEY

Orientation: Long axis oriented 8 degrees (magnetic) east of

north.

Size: Approximately 31.31 m long by 9.42 m wide.

Markers: Ball (1977:178) mentions central marker at center of

playing alley but gives no description.

Other: Playing alley not precisely rectangular. See details

of West and East Ranges below for specific dimensions.

END COURTS

North: Closed, approximately 32.05 m wide by 19.46 m deep.

Delimited on north and west sides by low walls, higher wall

on east side.

South: Closed, approximately 40.30 m wide at widest point.

Depth varies from 18.74 m west side to 23.10 m east side.

Delimited by low walls on east and west sides by long

platform about 0.70 m high on south side, . roughly centered

between low walls and outer edges.

RANGES

WEST RANGE:

Bench: Face of bench vertical, about 1.11 m high. Top of

bench slopes back 5.77 m to vertical wall, about 1.52 m high;

large corner stones at both ends of bench, which is 32.05 m

long on this side.



Playing Wall: Vertical wall, about 1.52 m high.

Rings: None.

Superstructure: None. Plain, horizontal surface, 7.01 m

wide, runs west from playing wall.

Stairway: Broad stairway on west side of west range, 13.38

m long, projects 2.44 m from west face of range, which has

stepped face.

EAST RANGE:

Bench: Face of bench about 1.11 m high. Top of bench 5.77

m wide, slopes upward to playing wall. Additional vertical

wall of uncertain height parallel to playing wall (see

section).

Rings: None in place.

Stairways: Narrow stairway at northeast corner of bench,

running upward to small platform.

Superstructure: Building with three rooms on upper level

near southeast corner of north end court (see plan). These

rooms described in separate data sheets.

COMMENTS: Ricardo Bueno (1992), who directed excavation of

Structure XI in 1991, believes that Structure XI was originally

constructed during Early Rio Bee phase (500-600 A.D.) but was

greatly enlarged during the Rio Bee Terminal-1 period (9007-1010

A.D.), with further alterations in the area south of south end

court during the following phase. I have no data on the specific

details of these enlargements and additions.

REFERENCES

Ruppert and Denison, 1943

Potter, 1977

Ball, 1977

Bueno, 1992



BECAN, Campeche
Structure XI (Ballcourt)
G. F. Andrews, 1993
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SITE: BECAN DATE: 3/8/1993

STRUCTURE XI-A Rooms at northwest corner of ballcourt

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Building with three rooms; two parallel

rooms, one behind the other, with lateral room at west end.

Central portion of main (north) facade is slightly recessed,

creating a typical Rio Bee style three-part facade. Building is

raised several feet above level of playing alley of ballcourt and

overlooks platform at base of rear (west) side of Structure X.

See plan for relationship of these rooms to ballcourt (Structure

XI) and Structure X.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for north facade.

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces north.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: 3 members. Projecting rectangular members top and

bottom, slightly recessed central member.

Size: Total height 0.58 m, upper member 0.12 m high; central

member 0.30 m high.

Projection: 0.02 m at top.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: No data; mostly fallen.

Stonework: Walls faced with small, square to rectangular

blocks, moderately well-dressed, 0.17 to 0.20 m deep.

Thickness: Front (north) wall 0.85 m thick at doorjamb.

Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with small blocks similar to those used for wall

facings.

Lintels: No data; fallen.

MEDIAL MOLDING: No data; fallen.

UPPER WALL ZONE: No data; completely collapsed.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Rio Bee Exuberant 1 or 2.

COMMENTS: Difficult to choose between these two similar styles.

Upper part of main facade fallen, making stylistic analysis



difficult. Large benches and three-part facade are typical details

for both Exuberant styles.
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SITE: BECAN DATE: 3/8/1993

STRUCTURE XI-A - Rooms near northeast corner of ballcourt

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (Exterior room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 8.41 m.

Width: 2.37 M.

WALLS:

Height: Top of bench at east end to springline 3.42 m.

(3.97 m floor to springline).

Thickness: Dividing wall to rear room 0.99 m thick at

doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with small, square to rectangular

blocks, set in moderately even courses. Considerable

chinking in joints.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 1.75 m wide. Doorway to rear

room 2.27 m. Doorway at west end to Room 3 is 1.28 m wide.

Rod Sockets: None visible in any doorjambs.

Cordholders: None visible.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: None, other than niche in face of bench in

east end.

Platforms: Large bench in east end of room, 2.54 m deep,

0.56 m high. Large niche in center 0.30 m high, 0.35 m

wide, 0.23 m deep. Face of bench has slight inward slope.

Other: Floor of this room at level of top of base molding but

stucco topping raises height 0.05 to 0.10 m.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: Varies; approximately 0.05-0.08 m.

Height: No data; mostly fallen.

Form: Uncertain but assume vault had straight sides.

Stonework: Vaults faced with short slabs with rounded

faces.

Capstones: No data.

Crossbeams: No data.

Other: Only 3 courses of vault in place over bench in east

end, rear side.

OBSERVATIONS: Height of wall from floor to springline (3.97 m) is

fairly high even by normal Rio Bee standards.



SITE: BECAN DATE: 4/8/1993

STRUCTURE XI-A Rooms above Ballcourt

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 2 (Rear room)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 8.27 m.

Width: 2.31 m at doorjamb.

WALLS:

Height: 3.02 m top of bench to springline.

Thickness: Dividing wall to front room 1.03 m thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with 20 courses (+/-) of small blocks

somewhat roughly dressed.

Doorways: Doorway to front room 2.28 m wide. Lintel fallen.

Rod Sockets: None visible.

Cordholders: None visible.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: Niche in west end of room 0.52 m wide, 0.40

m high, 0.35 m deep. Bottom is 0.70 m above top of bench,

0.53 m from front wall.

Platforms: Very large U-shaped bench fills almost entire

floor space of room. Bench is 0.58 m high. Projecting

molding top and bottom, about 0.11 m high. Niche in center.

Moldings 0.38 m wide, 0.34 m high, 0.32 m deep.

Other: Floor of this room raised 0.38 to 0.40 m above floor

of outer room.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: 0.05 to 0.07 m.

General Note: Only 3 stones of lowest course of vault in

situ. No other data available.

Room 3 - Room at west end of main room

Length: 5.71 m.

Main part: 1.73 m wide.

South end: 1.41 m wide. See plan.

Room mostly filled with very large U-shaped bench, 0.48 m

high. Recess in southeast corner 0.71 ra wide, 0.25 m deep;

bottom is 0.56 m above floor.

Dividing wall to Room 1 is 0.57 m thick (see plan).
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BECAN, Structure IV. Room on level 1, north side, with cross panels
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SITE: CHICANNA DATE: 3/9/1993

STRUCTURE X

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Six-room building
- two parallel rows of 3

rooms each, one behind the other. Doorways on east side

overlooking low terrace or platform (see plan).

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for main facade.

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces east.

BASE MOLDING

Form: Three members; slightly projecting rectangular

member top and bottom, central member with recessed

panels.

Size: Upper member 0.13 m high, central member 0.43 m

high.

Projection: 0.02 m at top.

Decoration: Recessed panels centered below mask panels in

upper wall zone. These panels carry V-shaped, stepped

square design. See photos and drawings.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: 3.10 m, top of base to bottom of medial molding.

Stonework: Walls faced with 21 courses of well-cut small,

square to rectangular blocks set in even courses.

Thickness: Exterior wall 0.98 m thick at doorjamb.

Decoration: Front (east) wall has pairs of recessed mask

panels, carrying stacked serpent profiles, around each of 3

doorways. See photos and drawings.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with small blocks, similar to those used in wall

facings.

Lintels: Fallen; no data.

MEDI\L MOLDING:

Form: Uncertain; only lower apron-type member still in

place.

Size: Lowest member 0.19 m high.

Projection: 0.25 m at bottom.

Decoration: Face of lower member sculptured (see photo).

Hi



UPPER WALL ZONE: No data; fallen.

CORNICE: No data; completely fallen

ROOF STRUCTURE: None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Classic Rio Bee (Rio Bee Exuberant-1)

style.

COMMENTS: In 1988 I prepared a preliminary report on Structure

X, based on what little could be seen prior to its recent

excavation. My plan from 1988 showed a building with only three

rooms in line (all that could be seen at that time) and while the

two recessed panels around the central doorway were shown, no

part of the masks below were visible.

Following its excavation, Structure X proved to have six

rooms (two rows of 3 rooms each) and remains of stacked mask

panels were found in all three sections of the three-part facade.

I believe that these masks (serpent profiles) more closely resemble

those seen in the main facade of Structure I at Chicanna than any

of the other somewhat similar forms seen in other buildings at

Chicanna. Given its architectural characteristics, I would place

Structure X in the Rio Bee Exuberant phase 1 (Ricardo Bueno's

nomenclature) making it contemporary with Structure I at the

same site.



SITE: CHICANNA DATE: 3/9/1993

STRUCTURE X

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 1 (Outer room, south end)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 6.0 m.

Width: 2.46 m.

WALLS:

Height: Uncertain; upper part of walls fallen.

Thickness: Exterior wall 0.96 m thick at doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with small, roughly dressed blocks

with some chinking in joints.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 2.05 m wide. Doorway to rear

room 2.0 m wide.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: 2 large niches above bench in north end

wall. Niches are 0.38 m wide, 0.39 m high, 0.25 m deep.

Bottoms are 0.30 m above top of bench and niches are 1.27

m center to center.

Platforms: Large bench in north end of room, 1.34 m deep,

0.51 m high. Niche in face of bench 0.38 m wide, 0.38 m

deep, 0.25 m high.

Other: Projecting step in front of doorway to rear room,

0.51 m high, projects 0.38 m. Step in front of exterior

doorway, 2.64 m long, 0.99 m deep, about 0.20 m high.

VAULTS: No data; completely fallen.

OBSERVATIONS: Rear room (Room 2) mostly filled with large U-

shaped bench.



SITE: CHICANNA DATE: 3/9/1993

STRUCTURE X

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 3 (Central room, east side)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 7.32 m.

Width: 2.26 m at end walls

WALLS:

Height: 4.29 m floor to springline.

Thickness: Front (exterior) wall 0.98 m thick at doorjamb.

Dividing wall to rear room 1.18 m thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with 24 courses of roughly dressed

blocks with considerable chinking between courses.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 2.26 m wide. Doorway to rear

room 2.59 m wide.

Rod Sockets: None noted.

Cordholders: Large post-type cordholder north side of

exterior doorway, 0.46 m to center from jamb, 0.26 m to

bottom from floor. About 0.17-0.18 m overall. Vertical post

0.09 m thick. Similar post-type cordholder south side of

doorway, 0.68 m to center from jamb, 0.46 m to center from

floor, 0.17 m high, post 0.10 m thick.

Wall Openings: Large niche in south end wall, 0.99 m to

bottom above bench, 0.38 m high, 0.35 m wide, 0.26 m deep.

Platforms: Large benches both ends of room. Bench in

north end 1.73 m deep, 0.53 m high. Bench in south end

1.99 m deep, 0.58 m high. Projecting moldings top and

bottom. Upper member 0.14 m high, central member 0.31 m

high. Niche in face of bench, 0.37 m wide, 0.57 m deep.

Other: Step up to rear room same height as benches.

Projects 0.25 m from rear wall. Large step in front of

exterior doorway 3.34 m wide, 2.05 m deep.

VAULTS: No details on vault; completely fallen.

OBSERVATIONS:

1. Walls of this room (floor to springline) very high even by

normal Rio Bee standards.

2. Rear room (Room 4) 8.93 m long, width uncertain as rear wall

has completely collapsed. This room almost completely filled with

large U-shaped bench about 0.53 m high. Niche centered in front

below projecting molding at top (see photo).



SITE: CHICANNA DATE: 3/9/1993

STRUCTURE X

INTERIOR DETAILS Room 5 (Exterior room, north end)

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 5.87 m.

Width: 2.45 m at doorjamb.

WALLS:

Height: No data; upper part of walls fallen.

Thickness: Exterior (east) wall 0.98 m thick at doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with small, roughly dressed blocks as

seen in Rooms 1 and 3.

Doorways: Exterior doorway 1.80 m wide.

Rod Sockets: Large rod holders both sides of exterior

doorway, 0.43 m above floor, 0.46 m to center from exterior

wall.

Cordholders: Large post-type cordholders both sides of

exterior doorway. 0.59 m south jamb to center, 0.59 m north

jamb to center, 0.23 m above floor, 0.17 m high overall.

Width overall 0.20 m, post 0.09 m wide.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: Large niche in south end wall, 0.63 m from

front wall, 1.01 m above floor. Niche is 0.33 m wide, 0.34 m

high, 0.29 m deep. Adjacent to niche is wall stone with

sculptured scroll on face (reused ?)

Platforms: None.

Other: Step up to rear room 0.53 m high. Face of step

flush with face of rear wall.

VAULTS: No data; completely fallen.

OBSERVATIONS:

1. Rear room (Room 6) 6.09 m long, width unknown (rear wall

fallen.) This room almost entirely filled with large, U-shaped

bench. Large niche in south end wall, 0.43 m wide, 0.31 m high,,

0.27 m deep. Bot+om of niche 0.45 m above floor. Left edge 0.68

m from face of dividing wall.

2. Step in front of Room 5 is 2.68 m long, 0.99 m deep, 0.25 m

high.
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CHICANNA, STRUCTURE X

Detail of Sculptured Panel No. 3
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CHICANNA, STRUCTURE X

Detail of Sculptured Panel No. 4



CHICANNA, STRUCTURE X

Detail of Sculptured Panel No. 5
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CHICANNA, Structure X. View of east facade

CHICANNA, Structure X. Detail of east facade showing sculptured panels



CHICANNA, Structure X.

Detail of Dec. Panel 4

CHICANNA, Structure X. Doorway to Room 3, east side
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CHICANNA, Structure X. Dec. Panel #3.
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CHICANNA, Structure X. Detail of Dec. panel #3



CHICANNA, Structure X. Dec. Panel #5, E. facade CHICANNA, Structure X. Detail of Dec. Panel #5



CHICANNA, Structure X. Panel with geometric design in base molding

CHICANNA, Structure X. Niche and reused fret in south wall, Room 5
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CHICANNA, Structure X. South end of Room 3



CHICANNA, Structure X. Jamb and interior wall of Room 5 w/rod socket

CHICANNA, Structure X. Detail of post-type cordholder, Room 5



CHICANNA, Structure XI. View of northwest corner, 1993



CHICANNA, Structure II. Detail of main facade showing painted glyphs
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SITE: RAMONAL, GROUP A DATE: 3/10/1993

BACKGROUND

The ruins of Ramonal were first reported by Raymond Merwin

(1913) and according to his report, Ramonal consists of five

somewhat scattered groups of structures which he called Ramonal,

Groups A-E. Following its initial discovery by Merwin, the site

was lost to view for over 70 years, when in 1989 Merwin's Group

A was accidentally rediscovered by a team from Mexicon, led by

Hanns J. Prem. Their report on Group A appeared in Mexicon, Vol.

XII, No. 1, 1990. Other than these two references, I know of no

other descriptions of this site. I visited Group A in March of

1993, accompanied by my wife and assistant, Geraldine Andrews

and Karl Herbert Mayer, of Graz, Austria. Our work was confined

to Structures 1 and 2 of Group A, the same buildings seen several

years earlier by the Mexicon team.

SITUATION

The ruins are situated about 1.8 kilometers south, and several

hundred meters west of the modern ejido of 20 de Noviembre,

which lies about 8 kilometers south of the Escarcega-Chetumal

highway (Federal Highway 186).

TOPOGRAPHY

The ground is fairly flat in the immediate vicinity of the site and

the buildings we examined stand on a low rise of ground adjacent

to a small savanna.

WATER SUPPLY

No data. Year-round spring at ejido 20 de Noviembre but no

chultunes noted within group we examined, although they may be

present. Merwin's map shows what might be an aguada a short

distance east of Structures 1 and 2.

MAPS

Sketch map by Merwin is only known map of site. Copy of this

map included in appendix to present report.

SIZE

According to Merwin's map, Group A covers an area of about 0.25

square kilometers but I suspect this figure is not very accurate.

i



CIVIC PLAN

According to Merwin's sketch map, Group A consists of three main

sub-groups and several other more scattered structures.

Structures 1 and 2 are shown as part of a compact group of five

structures located in the southwest corner of the site. This

group appears to consist of four structures arranged around a

raised court, with an additional structure (Structure 4) west of

Structure 1. The site was very overgrown in 1993 and we have

no data on the other structures (Structures 3 and 4) in this

group.

COMMENTS

As noted by Prem (1990), Merwin's drawings and description of

Ramonal A are inaccurate in many details, but the new data found

in Prem's report and present report corrects many of these errors

in regard to details of Structure 1. See copies of both Merwin

and Prem reports in Appendix.

REFERENCES

Raymond Merwin, 1913

Hanns J. Prem, 1990



Ramonal A

The archaeological site of Ramonal A in the Rio Bee region

has so far been described only by RaymondMerwin in his un

published thesis on "The ruins of the southern part of the

Peninsula of Yucatan" dated 1913. With the exception of a

rather rough sketch-map (without scale and coordinates) no

exact location of the site was given by Merwin. In the litera

ture no complementary data are to be found, making clear

that the site was never revisited by Maya archaeologists.

Ramonal A. Building 1, West facade [detail]

In March 1 989 amexicon team relocated the by chance

site which turned out to lie far more to the south than shown

on Merwin's map, but more to the north than indicated on

later maps (e.g. Potter 1977, Gendrop 1983). Access is via

Ejido 20 de Noviembre (south of Federal Highway No. 1 86),

from which the ruins are 1 .8 km to the south.

The most prominent building, labeled A-l by Merwin, is

still relatively well preserved, as far as the west and north

walls (rear and right side) are concerned. The cover photo

graph shows the north wall of the substructure and the super

structure. Merwin's descriptions and drawings are inaccura

te or wrong in many details. Therefore a short description of

the facade arrangement will be given (see drawing): The sub

structure seems to stand on a platform only slighly larger than

the substructure and about 1 meter high. In most parts it is

covered with debris or, where exposed, its facing has fallen

off. The substructure proper consists of the following zones

(from bottom to top): Three-member basemoulding (rectan

gular members top and bottom, with recessed central mem

ber). First wall zone with sunken rectangular panels of the

full height of the wall zone (ca. 1 . 1 meters, 7 courses of

stones). Each panel is decorated with a double-lined cross.

The second moulding consists of only one rectangularmember.

The second wall zone is similar to the first, but narrower (.9

meters, 7 courses of stone in the plain wall). Here the sunken

panels begin only with the second course of stone, and use

larger stone blocks (only 5 in the sunken field). As a conse

quence there was not enough space for the full cross designs,
and the upper horizontal border of the cross had to be cut off.

The next moulding has again one rectangular member. The

third wall zone is for the most part destroyed and no decora

tion can be seen. It consisted of about 6 rows of stones, larger
than in the wall zones below. No remains of a possible upper

moulding are preserved.
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Ramonal A. Building 1. West facade. Reconstruction drawing (not

to scale).

The superstructure is recessed by about half a meter. The

lowest moulding has one rectangular member. The lower

wall zone exhibits recessed panels similar to those of the

substructure. The plain parts of the wall zone consist of 6

courses of stone, the panels of only 4 courses because they
end one course below the next moulding and have larger
blocks. The design is again the cross, but now even more has

been cut off, making it look like the /^-design. The second

moulding has one rectangular member. The medium wall

zone is about 2.5 meters high and shows sunken panels with

a different motif: lattice work. There is a course of stones

below and above the panels. The plain wall consists of 22

courses of rectangular, rather oblong blocks. The nextmoul

ding projects considerably more than every other moulding

and consists of three members: upper and lower rectangular,

with a recessed, plain medium member. At the present state

of conservation nothing can be learned about the facade

above this moulding. In this respectMerwin's reconstruction

seems to be highly conjectural. The building consisted of six

rooms in two rows, the central rooms being larger. The panels

on both sides of the main entrance which Merwin described

are now totally covered with debris or are destroyed.

Building 2. also described by Merwin, shows a plain rear

wall with base mouldings composed of an upper and lower

rectangularmember and a recessedmedium member consist

ing of plain parts and groups of three colonnettes each. The

other buildings of Ramonal A are in a poor state of preserva

tion.

Text, drawing and photographs: Hanns J. Prem

Cover photograph: Ramonal A. Building 1, north facade.



SITE: RAMONAL, GROUP A DATE: 3/10/1993

STRUCTURE 1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 6-room building; two rows of rooms, one

behind the other, with doorways on east side overlooking raised

court. Building proper stands on a high platform with two main

bodies on east side (see plan). West and north sides of platform

divided into four zones horizontally, with inset cross forms in

three of these zones. Inset latticework panels in lower wall zone

of superstructure.

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for west facade. North

facade similar.

ORIENTATION: Main facade faces east.

SUBSTRUCTURE (Platform supporting six-room superstructure).

As noted by both Merwin and Prem, the substructure of Structure

A-l is divided into four zones on the west side and part of the

north side. South side probably similar to north side but this

side now fallen. The east side appears to have been divided into

two main bodies and the court on this side was higher than the

ground level on the west side. The details of the four zones on

the north and west sides, with Zone 1 at the bottom, are as

follows:

ZONE 1: Height, about 1.0-1.5 meters. Outer facing stones have

been stripped off and details of exterior unknown but outer

surface probably faced with small, well-finished blocks similar to

those seen in walls above. May have had slight outward slope, a

detail seen on platform facings in other Rio Bee substructures.

ZONE 2: This zone defined by projecting rectangular members top

and bottom - overall height, bottom of lower molding to top of

upper molding is 1.33 m. Upper molding 0.17 m high, lower

molding 0.15 m high, central member 1.01 m high. Central member

carries recessed cross panels, 1.80 m wide overall. Double cross

forms are 1.51 m wide and 0.86 m high overall. Plain area

between crosses 2.72 m wide. See details.

ZONE 3: Wall, 0.89 m high, with molding, 0.16 m high above.

Crosses in this zone are 1.66 m wide and 0.66 m high. Note that

top of upper part of crosses in this zone touch bottom of molding

above.

ZONE 4: Plain zone, which probably had rectangular molding at top

(see restored elevation).



See exterior details below for data on base molding and lower wall

zone of superstructure.

BASE MOLDING:

Form: 3 members. Slightly projecting rectangular upper and

lower members, with decorated central member.

Size: 1.01 m high overall.

Projection: About 0.03 m.

Decoration: Central member has recessed cross forms,

alternating with plain area.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: About 2.38 m, top of base molding to bottom of

medial molding.

Stonework: Walls faced with well-cut small, rectangular

blocks 0.12-0.17 m high.

Thickness: No data.

Decoration: West, north, and probably east facades show

large latticework panels running full height of wall,

alternating with plain areas.

DOORWAYS: No data; fallen.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Uncertain; my notes say that only lowest apron-type

member still in place but Prem (1990) shows 3 member

molding.

Size: Lower member about 0.19 m high.

Projection: 0.12-0.15 m at bottom.

Decoration: None.

UPPER WALL ZONE: No data; completely fallen.

CORNICE: No data; fallen.

ROOF STRUCTURE: None.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Late Classic, Rio Bee style.

COMMENTS:

The large cross forms seen in both the north and west sides of

Structure 1 are unusual to say the least, but not unique as

similar forms can be seen in the decorative panels in the lower

wall zone of Structure 1, Rio Bee D in the Rio Bee region and

somewhat surprisingly, in the upper facade of Structure 1 at



Xkukican and in the lower wall zone of Structure CA-7 at

Oxkintok, both of which are in the Puuc region far to the north.

The cross forms alluded to here are not to be confused with the

typical small recessed cross forms found in the Cross Panels seen

in so many Late Classic Rio Bee buildings (G.F. Andrews, 1989a).

(See drawings of Ramonal cross forms)..

The latticework panels in the north and west lower wall

zones of the superstructure of Structure A-l are unique, as far

as the Rio Bee archaeological region is concerned, although

latticework is a typical decorative motif in the Puuc Mosaic and

Late Uxmal architectural styles. The latticework panels of

Structure A-l are also not to be confused with the Checkerboard

panels which are typical for the late classic Rio Bee architectural

style. See G.F. Andrews, 1989a for detailed description and

drawings of checkerboard panels. At the moment, I can think of

no explanation for the presence of the latticework panels seen in

Structure A-l unless they are an indication of influences from the

Puuc region arriving very late in the history of the Rio Bee

region.

The two sculptured panels adjacent to the doorway of the

central room of the superstructure of Structure A-l as described

by Merwin have long since disappeared and we could find no

trace of them in 1993. According to Merwin (1913) there were

three human figures in each of these panels, separated from each

other by latticework of the kind seen in the panels in the north

and west walls. These figures are described as lying on their

bellies, with legs thrown back, and wearing plumed headdresses.

Once more, these figures are unique as far as the Rio Bee region

is concerned and the only examples of similar figures I know of

are those seen in the medial molding of Structure 1 at

Tabasqueno, a well-known site in the Chenes region to the north.
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Group A, Structure 1 - Plan (after Merwin)
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APPENDIX

Description of Ramonal, Group A, by R.E. Merwin, 1913

(Pages 55 - 72)

The Ruins of Ramonal.

The ruins ofRamonal are located about two and one-half miles south, a

little east of the chicle camp, Olivo. They are surrounded on two sides by

small hills, from 100 to 200 feet high. The soil on these hills is very poor,

and the vegetation is scanty.

These ruins are not closely connected with each other, but are arranged,

with only one exception, in small groups. These groups will be distinguished

by means of letters (Groups A-E).

Ramonal - A.

This is the largest group of ruins, and its general assemblagemay be seen

in the sketch map. (Fig. 20).

Building 1.

The best preserved and one of the most interesting ruins ofRamonal is

designated in the sketchmap (Fig. 20) as Building 1. It faces the east, and

forms one side of an elevated plaza.

The substructure of this building, as far as can be seen, is formed of a

solid mass of concrete, (lime and rocks), which is carefully faced with a fine

stone veneer.

From the plaza in front of the building, a very steep stone stairway,

ascending about 12 feet, reaches a level portion of the substructure. (Fig. 21)

This level portion is about 9 feet wide. From this terrace a second stairway



(similar to the first one) leads up to the top of the substructure upon which is

the building proper.

The height of the top of the substructure above the first terrace is about 6

feet. The superstructure is set back about 13 feet from the front of the upper

terrace or esplanade. Of the facing of the substructure, only a portion of the

north and of the west sides is now in place. (Plate 4, Figs. 3 & 4)

The lower portion (about 9 feet) has fallen off, but above this the details

of the facing may be clearly determined. This upper part is formed of 4

zones, each ornamented with sunken panels. In each of these panels there is a

cross-design or a portion of a cross design.

In the lower zone, there are 4 panels on both the north and the west sides.

Each panel is 6 feet long and 3 feet 7 inches high. It is sunk about 1 1/2

inches into the veneered wall. Each panel has a cross design, whose outer

surface is flush with the wall of the zone. The design is sculptured on the

faces ofwell-hewn stones, from 4 to 7 inches thick. These stones are laid in

horizontal strata and, except at the top and the bottom of the design, are in

line with the horizontal strata of the veneered wall. The design is grooved in

such a way as to present the appearance of two concentric crosses. The depth

of the groove is 3/4 of an inch, while the outer face of the design projects 1

1/2 inches from the wall of the panel. The height of the cross is 2 feet 10

inches, and its length is 4 feet 10 inches. Its width equals 6 1/2 inches.

The next zone above is separated from the lower one by a projecting

course of stones about 6 inches thick. There are but three panels on each side.

On the west side these panels are 7 feet 2 inches long and 3 feet high; while on



the north side they are but 5 feet 6 inches long and 3 feet high. In this zone

the upper part of the cross is eliminated in the design. The length and height

of the design on the west side are 5 feet 5 inches and 1 foot 10 1/2 inches

respectively, and the same measurements on the north side are 4 feet 1 1

inches and 2 feet 2 inches respectively. In other respects this zone is similar

to the lower one.

The next zone above is so badly demolished that but little of its

construction can now be determined. Its restoration, shown in Figure 21,

seems to be a possible construction.

In the upper zone there were five panels on the west side and probably 3

on the north side. These panels are not as wide as the zone, as in the case of

those in the three lower zones, but above it is a continuation of the veneer

wall, about 5 1/2 inches wide. The designs in this zone have stillmore of the

upper part of the cross eliminated than the two lower ones. The dimensions

of the panel on the west side are, length 3 feet 5 inches, width 1 foot 9 inches

and on the north side are; length 3 feet 2 1/2 inches, width 2 1/4 inches. The

north and west sides also differ in the dimensions of the designs. The length

and the width of the one on the west side are 5 feet 5 inches and 1 foot 4

inches respectively; and the corresponding dimensions of those on the north

side are 3 feet 2 1/2 inches and 1 foot 6 1/2 inches.

The faces of the three lower zones are slightly battered, while the upper

zone is vertical. At the northwest corner the 2nd zone from the top is

decidedly sloping.



All of the zones, except the upper one, and the separating courses between

the zones, make a curved turn at the northwest corner.

It will be noted that the two upper zones on the north side are not of the

same length as the two lower ones, but that they are shortened to form the

terrace in front of the building. The projection of a zone in front of the one

above it is about 3 inches, except in the case of the two upper zoned. Here the

projection is 1 foot 8 inches on the entire west side; and on a part of the north

side. At a point almost in line with the front of the building proper, the upper

zone is built out so that it is direcdy over the zone below it, and it continues in

this way until the edge of the terrace is reached.

The lower wall zone of the north and west sides of the building has a fine

veneered wall, in which are set panels, with a lattice work (checker board),

design. On the west side, there are three panels while the north side has but

one. The panels are sunk in the wall about 2 inches, their heights are the

same,
- 7 feet 10 inches - while the width of those on the west wall is 4 feet 10

inches, and the one on the north wall 5 feet 8 inches. The nature of the lattice

work designmay be seen in the restoration. (Fig. 21). It is carved on the

ends of rocks, which are about 5 inches thick. The bands are from 1 1/2 to 2

inches wide and project about 1/2 inch.

On either side of the middle entrance to the building, there are two panels

with designs so badly weathered and fallen off that but a little can be

determined. (Plate 4, Figs. 2 & 5)

In each panel there had probably been 3 human figures, one above the

other, and separated from each other by a lattice-work design similar to that
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found in the panels on the north and west walls. The human figures seem all

to be of the same type. They are represented as lying on their bellies,

sometimes supported by the elbows, with the legs thrown back, so that the

feet are directly above the lower part of the backs. They all have

headdresses, the plumes ofwhich are to be seen between the head and the feet.

Often there is seen on a single stone, what seems to be the head of a

serpent. All of those designs are carved in stone, a few of them have

fragments of red paint on their surfaces.

This building consists of 6 rooms, arranged in two rows, one behind the

other. (Fig. 22)

Building 2

This building has 4 rooms, whose arrangement conforms to the usual type

found in this region; that is, two center rooms, one in front of the other, and

at each end of the building a transverse room whose end wall extends in front

of the front wall of the center room. (Fig. 23)

In this building the transverse rooms probably did not have entrances into

the center rooms, but their doorways are in the center of the end walls of the

building.

A veneer of large flat rocks is found on the interior walls of the rooms

and is especially wellmade on the end walls.

In the front center room there is an offset at the spring of the arch,

varying from one to three inches, but the backcenter room has no offset.



The facing of the exterior walls is of very large, flat stones averaging 12

inches x 18 inches x 16 inches. These stones are laid in horizontal strata; and

it was noted that the concrete back of the facing is stratified; corresponding to

the stratification of the stones in the veneer. This stratification in the

concrete can be seen extending the entire length of the building.

On the front side, the floors of the rooms are probably notmore than 4 or

5 feet above the level of the plaza, but on the back side the substructure is

about 10 feet 6 inches high. The substructure and back wall of the building

may be seen in Plate 4, Fig. 6. The lower part of this formation had a fine

stone veneer, which has now fallen off. The upper part has a frieze-; the

borders ofwhich are formed by two projecting courses of stones about ?

inches thick. Between the borders there are 4 sets of vertical stone columns,

these sets separated from each other by a plain veneered wall. Each set

consists of three columns each in contact with the other. The columns are

each formed of a single stone and are 1 foot 6 inches high, and 1 foot in

diameter. Their outer surface is flush with the veneer in the frieze.

Building 3.

This building is of the same type as building 2, having the same

arrangement of the four rooms (Fig. 24). It differs from the latter in size

and in arrangement of the doorways of the end rooms. There is a doorway

from the north end room into the back center room, and possibly a similar

opening from the end room into the front center room. It may be supposed

that there were similar doorways in the other end room.
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SITE: XPUHIL II DATE: 3/9/1993

BACKGROUND

The ruins at the site now known as Xpuhil, Group II, were first

reported by Ronald Callvert (1969) who visited the site in 1967,

accompanied by several colleagues from the Explorers Club of New

York, including Frances Murphy. They described and

photographed a badly fallen multi-chambered building with remains

of a high, slotted roofcomb which they called the "Bird Mask

Temple". According to Potter (1977), this same building was

investigated by Anthony Andrews and Jack Eaton in 1971, as part

of the program of archaeological studies carried out in the Rio Bee

region by members of the National Geographic Society-Tulane

University program of research in Campeche during the early

1970's. Quite surprisingly, given its location so close to Xpuhil,

Group I, the Bird Mask building was not again relocated until 1992

when Serge Riou, operator of a restaurant near the Xpuhil

crossroads, found it to be no more than 600 meters south, and a

few meters west of his restaurant, which is situated about 100

meters east of Structure I of Xpuhil, Group I.

Shortly after this rediscovery, the ruins were explored in

more detail by Ricardo Bueno, staff archaeologist from the

Campeche Regional Center, INAH, who is currently in charge of the

excavation and consolidation work being carried out at the nearby

site of Becan. I visited the site in March of 1993, accompanied by

my wife and assistant, Geraldine Andrews, and Karl Herbert Mayer

of Graz, Austria, who was instrumental in its rediscovery due to

his earlier contacts with Riou and Bueno. Our notes refer only to

the so-cadled Bird Mask Temple which is a misnomer since this

building is a large, range-type structure with a total of 19 rooms

on one level.

SITUATION

The site is situated about 800 meters directly south of Structure I

of Xpuhil, Group I. It is easily reached via a trail running south

from Riou's restaurant.

TOPOGRAPHY

The ground is relatively flat in the vicinity of the sitci and the

main structure (Structure 1 or Bird Mask Building) stands on a

low platform, about 1.5. meters high on the south side but lower

(about 1 meter) on the north side.



WATER SUPPLY

We did not note any chultuns, or other water resources, during

our brief survey but either (or both) chultunes or aguadas may

be present.

MAPS

Difficult to say at this point, since no site map has been made.

We noted a few other mounds near Structure 1 but nothing of any

real size.

CIVIC PLAN

No data, due to lack of mapping.

COMMENTS

Structure 1 is notable both for its complex plan with 19 rooms and

for the size of the slotted roofcomb with the bird-like sculptures

which gave it its original name. The roofcomb, which is faced

with well-cut blocks of the kind seen in the exterior walls of

classic Rio Bee buildings, must have been at least 24 meters long

when intact, and probably stood well over 4.0 meters high. By

contrast, the rooms at the southeastern edge of the platform

supporting Structure 1 are notable for their small size and rather

crude stonework. Since these rooms show no obvious exterior

doorways, Karl Mayer suggested that they might have served as

tombs, a possibility which needs further examination.

REFERENCES

Callvert, Ronald S., 1969

A.P. Andrews, 1971 (field notes)

Potter, David, 1977

Serge Riou, 1992

Ricardo Bueno, 1992



SITE: XPUHIL II DATE: 3/9/1993

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Structure 1 is a large, U-shaped, range-

type building with a total of 19 rooms on one level. It is

surmounted by a high, slotted roofcomb situated over the dividing

wall between the two rows of rooms opening to the south side.

Although it was called a temple by its discoverers, it clearly does

not have a temple form. Structure 1 stands near the northern

edge of a rectangular platform with a stairway on the south side.

Adjacent to the stairway on the east side are a row of three

narrow rooms forming the south edge of the platform. These

rooms are somewhat similar to the rooms at the edge of the

platform supporting Structure II at Hormiguero.

EXTERIOR DETAILS:

ORIENTATION: Main facade appears to have faced south although

there are exterior doorways on all four sides.

BASE MOLDING: No data; covered with debris.

LOWER WALL ZONE:

Height: Uncertain; base molding not exposed.

Stonework: Walls faced with small to medium-sized blocks,

varying in height. Faces very well-dressed and no mortar

required between joints.

Thickness: Exterior walls about 0.82 m thick, south side.

Decoration: None.

DOORWAYS: No data; doorjambs and lintels mostly fallen.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Uncertain; only lower member visible in a few places.

Size: Lowest member about 0.17 m high.

Projection: 0.15 m at bottom.

Decoration: None.

UPPER WALL ZONE: No data; completely fallen.

ROOF STRUCTURE:

Description: High, single-wall slotted roofcomb. While partly

fallen, several sections still in place.

Location: Over dividing wall between Rooms 3, 5, 7 and

Rooms 4, 6, 8.



Dimensions: 0.82 to 0.91 m thick at base. See drawings for

vertical dimensions.

Decoration: "Bird" masks near base of roofcomb on both

sides. See photos.

Other: Roofcomb is faced with well-cut facing stones, similar

to those seen in exterior walls below. In this respect it is

similar to the roofcombs seen on Structure 1 at Rio Bee B

and Structure 1 at Culucbalom, both of which show similar

facing.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Late or Terminal Classic Rio Bee style.

Ricardo Bueno (1993) has suggested that Structure 1 is a very

late construction in the Rio Bee sequence, possibly contemporary

with Structures I and VIII at Becan. This view is based on the

presence of doorways with lintels higher than the vault

springline, vault facing stones with Puuc-like beveled faces, and a

plan with exterior doorways on all four sides, all of which are late

traits.

COMMENTS: Bird Mask Building has unusual U-shaped floor plan

with 19 rooms, and slotted roofcomb which, for building of this

size, is rare but not unique. Building much destroyed and only a

few architectural details are visible here and there. Stonework in

exterior walls much like that seen in east exterior wall of

Structure VIII at Becan, which also has very narrow courses of

facing stones, alternating with higher courses.



SITE: XPUHIL II DATE: 3/9/1993

STRUCTURE I - BIRD MASK BUILDING

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 5, South side

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 7.89 m.

Width: Uncertain. See plan.

WALLS:

Height: No data; room mostly filled with debris.

Thickness: Dividing wall to rear room 1.42 m thick.

Stonework: Walls faced with small roughly dressed blocks

quite different from weU-finished exterior facing stones.

Doorways: Doorway to rear room 2.44 m wide. Original wood

lintel fallen.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: No data.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: Small vent-type holes in both end walls.

These holes go through to adjacent rooms. Holes about 0.46

m above springline; 0.30 m from vault face.

Platforms: No data.

Other: Appears to be fairly typical Late Classic Rio Bee style

room even though some details are missing and front wall

and exterior doorway have collapsed.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: Very shallow offset at springline made

with plaster molding. Molding about 0.10 m high. Offset at

top about 0.025 m.

Height: Uncertain but at least 1.73 m. Capstone fallen.

Form: Vault faces have very slight curvature.

Stonework: Vaults formed with numerous courses of very

roughly dressed thin slabs with considerable chinking in

joints.

Capstones: No data; fallen.

Crossbeams: No indication of crossbeams in this room but

pairs of crossbeams in rear room near end walls.

Other: Interesting detail at doorway to rear room where wall

continues up vertically for a height of 1.22 m above

springline^ forming recess. Offset at ends to main recess

about 0.12 m wide. Overall width of recess is 3.35 m.



OBSERVATIONS: Traces of hieroglyphic inscriptions on face of

rear wall just below springline (black on red) behind crosswalls at

ends of room. Dividing wall about 0.56 m thick.

Interesting detail over doorway; dividing wall, center room, where

there were two wooden reinforcing beams spanning between the

doorjambs. These "extra" beams are several feet above lintels,

which were also made of wood.



SITE: XPUHIL DATE: 3/9/1993

STRUCTURE 1 - BIRD MASK TEMPLE

INTERIOR DETAILS: Room 8 (Rear room to left of central room).

DIMENSIONS:

Length: 7.51 m.

Width: 2.12 m at left end wall.

WALLS:

Height: 1.90 m springline to floorline (or to top of bench at

left end).

Thickness: Dividing wall to front room 1.34 m thick at

doorjamb.

Stonework: Walls faced with small, rather roughly dressed

blocks set in somewhat even courses.

Doorways: Doorway to exterior room 1.79 m wide. Lintels

fallen.

Rod Sockets: No data.

Cordholders: None.

Rings: None.

Wall Openings: Small niche in rear wall left end; 0.30 m

wide, 0.27 m high, 0.33 m deep. Edge is 0.20 m from end

wall. Top is 1.01 m from springline.

Platforms: No data; room mostly filled with debris.

Other: Looter's hole in left end shows 2 floor levels. Lowest

level is 0.40 m below upper level. I believe lowest level is

floor level of outside room and that floor level of back room

was raised 0.40 m above this level.

VAULTS:

Springline Offset: Offset formed with stucco molding; 0.10 m

high. Offset at bottom about 0.02 m.

Height: 1.90 m (+/-) bottom of molding to bottom of

capstones.

Form: Vault faces show very slight curvature.

Stonework: Vaults faced with numerous courses of roughly

dressed slabs with considerable chinking bewtween joints.

Capstones: Capstone span about 0.38 m. No molding below.

Crossbeams: Pairs of crossbeams both ends of room about

0.25 m to center below springline. Single crossbeam 0.53 m

to center above. Additional single crossbeam adjacent to

doorjamb; 0.56 m to center from jamb; 0.30 m to center

above springline molding.



Other: Recessed space above doorway as seen on south side.

OBSERVATIONS: Wood reinforcing beams above door lintels as seen

in several other rooms.
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STRUCTURE 1. Detail of roofcomb, north side
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XPUHIL II, Structure 1. View of north side showing remaining walls
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XPUHIL II, Structure 1. View ofd north side showing fragment of roofcomb
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XPUHIL II, Structure 1. Portion of east end wall showing medial molding

XPUHIL II, Structure 1. Fragment of exterior wall, north side
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XPUHIL II, Structure 1. Roofcomb and mask in situ, north side

XPUHIL II, Structure 1. Detail of roofcomb and mask, north side
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XPUHIL II, Structure 1. Remnant of east end wall
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SITE: BALAMKU
DATE: 3/8/1993

The ruins of Balamku were officially discovered in 1990 by Fl.

Garcia Cruz, Centro Regional Campeche, I.N.A.H, Mexico, who was

accompanied by four INAH guardians, Juan Pech, Abelardo Matu

Moo, Miguel Ortiz and Alvaro Ortiz. The site was called Balamku

or "Jaguar Temple" because of a feline figure executed in stucco

found in the upper wall zone of Structure 1-sub, a range-type

structure which had been buried under a superimposed pyramid.

Following its initial discovery, the site was visited by a number of

Mexican and foreign archaeologists and the most detailed report on

the site and its remarkable stucco sculptures to date was written

by Karl Herbert Mayer, of Graz, Austria, who had visited the site

in 1992 as part of a team from Mexicon. I visited the site in

March of 1993, accompanied by my wife and assistant, Geraldine

Andrews and Karl Herbert Mayer, who wished to check some

details from his previous visit..

SITUATION

The site is situated about 4 km from the modern ejido of Conhuas,

and can be reached via a dirt road running north from the

Escarcega-Chetumal highway for a distance of about 1.5 km.

TOPOGRAPHY

The ground is flat to very gently rolling in the vicinity of the

site and the ruins stand on a low rise of ground which has been

leveled on top.

WATER SUPPLY

We noted one chultun associated with house mounds about 400-500

meters south of the site center but did not see other chultunes

within the main group.

MAPS

None, as far as I know.

SIZE

Uncertain, due to lack of adequate map. We noted several mounds

on approaching the site center from the south but the density of

mounds was rather low.

CIVIC PLAN

The main center consists of a good sized plaza, or court, raised

above the surrounding area, with sizable mounds on all four sides.

Structure 1, the "Jaguar Temple" occupies the northwest corner of



the plaza, with a large mound, with stairway on east side,

immediately to the south (see sketch plan).

COMMENTS

The remarkable stucco facade on Structure 1-sub is extremely well

preserved due to having been covered over by a large pyramidal

structure at a later period in the history of the site. The so-

called "Jaguar Temple" actually appears to have been a long,

range-type building with three or more rooms with their long axis

running east-west. Since only the western end of this buried

building has so far been excavated, the actual plan and number of

rooms in Structure 1-sub is still a matter of conjecture.

REFERENCES

Antonio Benavides C, 1991

Florentino Garcia Cruz, 1991

Karl Herbert Mayer, 1992



SITE: BALAMKU DATE: 3/8/1993

STRUCTURE: TEMPLE OF THE JAGUAR

EXTERIOR DETAILS: Details below are for main (south) facade.

BASE MOLDING: No data; covered over.

LOWER WALL ZONE

Height: No data. Mostly covered over by outer building.

Stonework: Walls faced with small rectangular blocks

moderately well dressed.

Thickness: No data.

Decoration: Traces of stucco facing with orange and red

paint.

DOORWAYS:

Shape: Rectangular.

Jambs: Faced with small stones similar to those used in wall

facings.

Lintels: Original lintels destroyed; replaced with new wooden

lintels.

MEDIAL MOLDING:

Form: Single member rectangular molding.

Size: 0.25 m high (+/-)

Projection: 0.17 m at bottom; 0.10 m at top.

Decoration: Outer face covered with stucco sculpture; now

mostly destroyed.

UPPER WALL ZONE Large masks 1.50 m high.

Height: 1.52 m top of medial molding to top of set-back.

Stonework: Where plain, walls faced with small blocks similar

to lower walls.

Decoration: Entire upper wall zone filled with stucco masks,

figures, etc. See photos.

Other: Just above largest masks are projecting, pilar-like

stucco figures; about 2.74 m high. Stucco floor (?) 2.44 m

above lower mask.

CORNICE: No data.

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: Early Classic (see Comments below).



COMMENTS: It is extremely difficult to classify Structure 1-sub on

the basis of architectural style since only the stucco sculptures in

the upper facade are presently visible. These sculptures, which

feature a feline figure (jaguar), anthropomorphic masks with

eyelashes in the form of fire-like rays, serpent heads with bared

tongues and fangs, tapirs, and human figures, sitting cross-

legged. See Mayer (1992) for detailed discussion of these

sculptures.

It seems fairly clear that the sculptures here cannot be

considered as Proto-Rio Bee since the decorative forms found on

typical late classic Rio Bee buildings include rigid geometric forms

such as crosses, squares, checkerboards and stepped frets, or

large zoomorphic masks surrounding doorways. The latter masks

are unlike those seen at Balamku. It should also be noted that

virtually nothing is known of the architectural characteristics of

the pyramidal structure which was built over Structure 1-sub and

further data will only be forthcoming after extensive excavations

into Structure 1-sub and adjacent structures.
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BALAMKU, Structure 1. Fragmenbt of stucco sculp%ure, main facade

BALAMKU, Structure 1. Detail of stucco sculptures, main facade



BALAMKU, Structure 1. Stucco sculpture just above medial molding

BALAMKU, Structure 1. Inset stucco mask with seated figures above



BALAMKU, Structure 1. Stucco mask, upper wall zone, main facade

BALAMKU, Structure 1. Detail of studfo mask, upper wall zone, main facade
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BALAMKU, Structure 1. Stucco sculptures, main facade (after S. Merk)
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SITE: SANTA ROSA XTAMPAK NUMBER: DATE: March 1993

NOTES ON VISIT TO SANTA ROSA XTAMPAK, MARCH, 1993

In March of 1993, I paid another visit to the ruins of Santa Rosa

Xtampak, primarily for the purpose of examining the results of the

recent consolidation work carried out there by the Centro Regional

de Campeche, I.N.A.H., Mexico, under the direction of Renee Lorelie

Zapata. I was accompanied by my wife and assistant, Geraldine

Andrews, and Karl Herbert Mayer of Graz, Austria. The recent

repair work was mostly confined to the three-story Palace and the

North range of the Cuartel complex, in addition to general clearing

of trees and weeds throughout the main center.

From the point of view of architecture, the most important results

obtained from this work, beyond the badly needed stabilization of

the Palace and Cuartel structures through the replacement of

fallen lintels and reconstruction of the vault portions above these

lintels, was the uncovering of parts of the base molding on the

west side of the lower level of the Palace and the partial

uncovering of two of the four stairways on the same side. These

stairways, which are now known to be about 4.56 meters wide and

to project out from the west facade for a distance of 2.45 to 2.74

meters, have narrow ramps, about 0.49 meters wide at their outer

edges. It was particularly gratifying to me to learn that the four

stairways shown on my plan from 1989 match the details of these

stairways as they are now known in virtually every respect,

except that they project out further from the facade behind than

shown on my 1969 plan (see photos and revised plan of lower

level). The base molding on this same level is now known to have

three members, with rectangular members top and bottom and

groups of three short colonnettes in the central member. See

elevation and section for details of this molding.

At the Cuartel, the fallen lintels of both the East and West Wings

of the North range were replaced, jambs of doorway below

repaired, and spaces above fallen lintels reconstructed. These

repairs will do much to stabilize these rooms until such time as

further consolidation of walls and vaults can be carried out.

Base molding in front of East Wing now exposed showing that it

had three members; rectangular members top and bottom with

groups of three colonnettes in central member. Group of three

colonnettes is 1.01 meters wide. Low step in front of doorways.



We also reexamined Structure 1 of the Southwest Group and

verified that the floor level of the rooms in the East Wing is

about 0.76 meters higher than the floor level in the South Wing

and that both wings had additional rooms, now completely fallen.

Karl Mayer recorded the remains of a painted capstone in Room 7

of the East Wing, although it was very badly damaged.

Prior to our arrival at the site, a group from Graz, Austria had

made a photogrammetric study of the Palace and their data should

add considerably to our knowledge of certain aspects of this

remarkable building, including angular relationships and floor

levels of various rooms, or groups of rooms, in various parts of

aU levels. To date (April, 1993) nothing has been published

regarding this study.



Santa Rosa Xtampak, Palace. Central portion of west facade

Santa Rosa Xtampak, Palace. Entrance to Room 21; stairway to right
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SANTA ROSA XTAMPAK, Palace. Sculptured colonnette, rear wall, Room 9

SANTA ROSA XTAMPAK, Palace. Remains of sculptured panel, rear wall, Room 9



SANTA ROSA XTAMPAK, Monstee Mask Building. Remains of mask, south side

M9



SANTA ROSA XTAMPAK, Palace. Central portion of west facade in 1993

SANTA ROSA XTAMPAK, Palace. Entrance to stairway, levdl 2

IA6



SANTA ROSA XTAMPAK, Palace. West facade, rooms 13 and 16, Level 1

SANTA ROSA XTAMPAK, Palace. West facade, Room 19, Level 1



SANTA ROSA XTAMPAK,
Palace. Central por
tion of east side.

SANTA ROSA XTAMPAK, Palace. Stairway and zoomorphic mask, east side



SANTA ROSA XTAMPAK, PALACE. Rear wall, Room 9
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SANTA ROSA XTAMPAK, Palace. Remains of sculptured
panel , Room 9, Level 1.
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